Oracy Assessment
Presentation Task: Video for Year 6 Students
Initial Assessment
Preparation Instructions

We are thinking of making a video to show Year 6 students what it is like to be a Year 7 student at this school. Think about what you might say to a Year 6 student about your experience at secondary school so far and make some notes. These can be written notes, drawings or diagrams. You will need to work out which of your experiences you think the Year 6s might like to hear about, and the best way to describe them.

When you have made your notes, choose four words to use as headings to remind of you what you want to say and write these on your card.

You will be asked to talk for 1–2 minutes on video. When you give your talk you will have your headings card in front of you, but not your notes. You will also need to think about how much you will be able to say 1–2 minutes.